Sustainable Print and recycle

Sustainability at the heart of business
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www.bigfriendlygraphics.com
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Where does the material come from?

The materials in this document are made from manufacturers in Europe who have
high eco credentials producing materials from state of the art, low emmision,
eco friendly factories. Every process has been thought through, from the use of
recycling, to the wind turbine energy effeciency, recycled water cooling systems
and planet friendly products. Some of the materials have been recycled, some are
pristine, depending on the end product.
The cycle of sustainability from High tech factories, to production, use on site and
using the correct materials on site to suit the project. Recycled, repurposed and
re-used.

Stage 1.
High tech factories

High tech factories, manufacture to the highest ethical
standards. Using sustainable energy, waste water treatment, Recycled water cooling systems and production.
Recycling unwanted materials (sea waste made into

water based coated printable fabrics, banners

Stage 2.
High tech printable materials

High tech printable materials, fabrics and films made for
all applications, from walls and floors to glazing. Shipped
to our factories and printed using ECO Inks.Materials
(made from recycled materials,sea waste made into
water based coated printable fabrics, banners

The cycle of Sustainability,
at the heart of business.

Stage 5.
Recycling companies/seperation
units

Our seperation units will sort all your waste. Then our
recycling partners will get busy repurposing, reusing unwanted items you send them and making them into new
materials and objects, with real sustainability.bags/fabric
bags, helping local communities and charities at the sametime. (more information on request for these options)

Stage 3.
Projects on site using printable
materials and substrates

Printable materials, fabrics and films for walls, floors,
glazing. Shipped in bulk to reduce emmisions, to our
factories, printed using ECO Inks. (MaterIals made
from recycled materials,sea waste Fabrics, water based

Stage 4.
De-rig and breakdown on site.
On site Recycle bins

Recycle cages placed on site by recycling company
and remvoved to factory. Printed items, plastics and
vinyls, fabrics placed into cages to be removed and
taken to seperation units. Items such as fabrics removed
for repurposing. Items such as unwanted furniture and
goods can be taken for charities to re-use (more information on request for these options)
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Easy up Fabric wrap
Black back, blockout fabric wrap

High quality 100% polyester textile that has a blackout coated reverse. ideal
for expo walls, frame wraps plus high-quality backdrops for the retail and
event sectors. Bright white print surface and an anti-scratch black backing.
It is regarded as the ultimate blockout textile. Flame Protection: B-s1,d0 –
DIN EN 13501-1, OEKO-TEX & REACH certified, only water-based coatings
used.
Recycle options
Repurposed into Tote bags or re-purposed into fibres for equine surfaces
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Fabframes/lightboxes/
flags
Fabric flag, frontlit, backlit graphics for frames and flags

High quality Lightbox fabric with light diffusion layer, for brilliant images,
ideal for print, very soft ideal for expo walls, frame wraps plus high-quality
backdrops for the retail and event sectors. Bright white print surface
Recycle options
Recycling or re-purposed into fibres for equine surfaces
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Soft scrim Fabric Mesh
Fabric Mesh exterior and fence wraps

High quality Fabric mesh, singel and double sided, stitiched or eyelets to
brand fencing, crowd barriers, hoardings and building wraps.Cost effective
options for exterior and interior branding. Ideal for live events, brand activations,fence and scaff wraps plus high-quality backdrops for the retail and
event sectors.
Recycle options
Recycling or re-purposed into fibres or for equine surfaces
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PVC/NON PVC Banners
PVC and non PVC banners/ wraps/MESH and hoardings

High quality Banner material, PVC variety of grades, blockout, single sided, Double sided. Hoardings, fencing and barrier branding from PVC and
NON PVC Banner material. Cost effective options for exterior and interior
branding. Ideal for expo walls, Drop banners, fence and scaff wraps plus
high-quality backdrops for the retail and event sectors.
Recycle options
Recycling or re-purposed into fibres for Bollards, equine surface, flooring
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Permenant Vinyl
Permenant Vinyl

High quality Vinyl material, Permenant vinyl, high bonding, high durability. Ideal for graphics, such as exterior branding, interior graphics, boards.
High-quality backdrops for the building wraps, wayfinding, signage, retail
and construction sectors.
Recycle options
Recycling or re-purposed into equine surface, flooring
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Substrates

Mounting and build materials, internal and external
Wayfinding and branding solutions
Foamex/Correx/NON PVC/PVC/Aluminium panels, MDF

Recycle options
Normal card recycle options/Crushed and recycled/repurposed
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Removable Vinyl
Removable Vinyl

High quality Vinyl material, Removable matt white monomeric vinyl, 3 years
durability. Ideal for graphics, such as Events, exhibitions, Brand activations,
Retail, interior graphics, posters, boards, taxi sides. High-quality backdrops
for the retail and event sectors.
Recycle options
Recycling or re-purposed into equine surface, flooring
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Paper furniture/Display/
Plinths
Green credentials
Event Plinths, standees/ retail/Furniture/podiums and tables
Eco friendly eco range, made from recycled paper.
Transported flat packed
Easy to assemble, re-use multiple times and easy to pulp and recycle.
Re-use / Recycle
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Where does the material go and how?
How can we help at the end of your projects life?

We work with charities who will re-home event and exhibition unwanted items.
We support charities in the community, who work with local residents by training
and support to make and create and design fabric creations. This means your
building, fence branding and event wraps can be made into PVC bags/fabric
bags, helping local communities.
Our unique recycling networks can arrange pick-up unwanted waste from your
site.
Our partners will recycling unwanted materials into flooring, bedding, surfaces

Conclusion
Materials manufactured in eco friendly factories

Reduced bulk deliveries
Technical material advise
Mindful print and production
Effective sustainable Recycling and repurposing
Event recycle bins
Recycle collection
After event de-rig
Economically, ethical, viable end of use solutions
Waste consultancy
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Thank you
All the materials in this document reusable and
can be recycled.
We can offer end to end production and
recycling.
BFG are working hard to ensure we offer
sustainable alternatives and recycling.
If you don’t see something that you require,
please ask us and we will endeavour to answer
your questions.
I hope you have seen something
that inspires you to work with us.
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